What’s Included?
Summation offers both comprehensive early case assessment capabilities (data ingestion, processing, culling, export with load file creation and first pass review) and final review features (search, annotation, redaction, production tools and transcript support).
Moreover it offers these as reasonably priced subscription models with no throughput charges
for processing, hosting or data export. But price is not the only advantage of accommodating
these two pieces of the e-discovery process in one product. The integration also means that
users can move data from the ECA stage directly to final review without creating a load file,
exporting or re-processing. In fact, all stakeholders from IT to in-house teams to outside counsel
can efficiently and securely collaborate in a single platform. Also, since Summation is purposebuilt as a web based platform teams from around the globe can contribute.

Near Native Redaction

Near Native Redaction

Summation allows users to redact on near
native files, which facilitates a workflow of
redacting first and then imaging only the
redacted set. This means teams image a
smaller subset of documents, which saves
time and money.

highlighting a section of text in MS Word. This
allows the user to create a single redaction
that covers a whole line and stops midway
through a second line. When reviewing and
redacting thousands of documents, this
feature can be a real time-saver and help
mitigate the potential for user error.

Word Boundary Redaction
Summation offers ‘word-boundary redaction’
- meaning that instead of the user creating
multiple boxes to lay over different pieces of
text to redact a whole sentence, the redaction
tool can be dragged over the sentence as if

Transcript Support

Summation also offers industry-leading
transcript support that historical users have
come to depend on – including reports,
annotations and real time integration.
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